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Abstract
Thresholds were measured for detecting 4 cpd gratings added to maskers consisting of nine sinusoidal components spanning 1
octave around the signal frequency. Phases of all mask components were randomized on every presentation. To assess their
importance, contrast differences were either rendered unreliable by introducing contrast jitter between-intervals, or eliminated by
equating contrast energy within the octave band across intervals and trials. The deleterious effects of contrast jitter and the
similarity of grating detection and contrast discrimination thresholds argues that contrast cues are being used. Those cues are not
the only ones available, because contrast jitter has less than the expected effect, and equating contrast energy only raises threshold
a few dB. Computer simulations reveal that there is sufficient information in several spatial pattern cues to support detection
performance. © 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The detectability of gratings added to visual noise
has been investigated primarily in order to determine
the spatial frequency or orientation tuning of underly-
ing visual mechanisms, or the binocular combination of
visual signals (Legge, Cohen & Stromeyer, 1978; Hen-
ning, Hertz & Hinton, 1981; Burgess, 1985; Blake &
Holopigian, 1985; Kersten, 1987; Henning, 1988; An-
derson & Movshon, 1989). The analogous phenomenon
in hearing—the masked detection of pure tones—has
received even greater attention, so it is not surprising
that in both modalities, masking data have been ana-
lyzed (either explicitly or implicitly) by means of models
that are variants of those proposed in the context of
hearing (Green & Swets, 1966). The general outline of
those models is that the sensory system contains a set of
band-pass filters and that the crucial decision variable is
a function of the amount of (sound or contrast) power
or energy passed by the filter tuned to the signal
frequency. In a two-alternative forced-choice task, the
observer is assumed to compare the output of the filter
in the masker alone and signalmasker intervals and
judge the signal to be present in the interval generating
the larger output.
In both vision and hearing, this class of model has
been very successful in accounting for a wide variety of
psychophysical phenomena. However, in recent years,
considerable evidence against such models has been
reported, particularly in hearing (Gilkey, 1987; Green,
1988; Richards, Heller & Green, 1991; Richards, 1992).
In some of these experiments, the energy levels in the
masker alone and signalmasker intervals were ran-
domly and independently drawn on each presentation
from distributions that spanned as much as 60 dB. This
manipulation should have had a very deleterious effect
on the detectability of the pure tone signal because it
greatly increased the variability of the energy difference
between the two intervals of a trial. In reality there was
a negligible effect on threshold for detecting a pure tone
added to narrowbands of noise. Furthermore, Richards
(1992) has shown that other differences in the wave-
forms could serve as detection cues: the temporal fine-
structure of the stimulus becomes more regular and the
amplitude envelope becomes smoother when both sig-
nal and masker are present.
The work to be reported here is a similar analysis of
masked detection in spatial vision. It was intended to
ascertain what cues observers use to detect a sinewave
grating superimposed on a spatially narrowband, one-
dimensional, static noise masker.* Fax: 1 215 8987301; e-mail: nachmias@psych.upenn.edu
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2. General methods
A two-alternative, temporal forced-choice procedure
was employed in all experiments. Each stimulus was
presented for 170 ms, with a 360 ms gap between the
two intervals of a trial. Inter-trial interval was con-
trolled by the observer, but was at least 1 s. A masker
was presented in both intervals, and the signal was
added with equal probability in one of the intervals.
The details of the psychophysical methods will be de-
scribed in conjunction with each experiment.
2.1. Stimuli
The masker was a 1 octave-wide band of static,
one-dimensional noise centered on 4 cpd, and is illus-
trated in the left-most column of Fig. 1. More specifi-
cally, the masker consisted of nine superimposed
sinewave gratings, whose frequencies were evenly
spaced on a linear scale between 2.667 and 5.333 cpd.
They were the 8th through the 16th harmonics of a
fundamental frequency whose period was 3°, which was
also the width of the presented stimuli. Since the
masker contained an integral number of cycles of each
component grating, the contrast energy of the masker,
i.e. the square of local contrast integrated over the
stimulus, depended only on the contrast of the individ-
ual components and remained constant so long as they
did.
The contrast of each component grating was 0.025.
Contrast detection measurements made by one observer
revealed that she was equally sensitive to all nine com-
ponents. Hence, the contrast of the individual compo-
nents used in the masker were each 10 dB above their
threshold contrast for that observer, and probably close
to that for the others as well. On each and every
presentation, the relative phases of all nine components
were drawn at random from a rectangular distribution
spanning 2p radians, i.e. the phases were randomly
varied between-intervals as well as trials.
In each block of trials, one of two signals was
superimposed on the masker in the signalmasker
interval: a 1-component signal or a 9-component signal.
The right-hand panel of Fig. 1 illustrates the first of
these, namely a 4 cpd grating, added in-phase with the
same frequency component of the masker in that inter-
val. As can be seen in Fig. 1, the addition of the signal
nearly always increases the peak contrast of the stimu-
lus, and always increases its contrast energy (since that
is proportional to the sum of the squared contrast of all
the stimulus components), and so contrast cues are
available to the observer for detecting the grating.
However, the signal also produces some subtle changes
in the waveform of the stimulus: the alternate bright
and dark bars become more evenly spaced, and the
contrast envelope becomes less irregular. The latter
class of cues are referred to as spatial pattern cues.
Since the aim of this investigation was to examine the
role of these possible detection cues, it was desirable to
also employ a test stimulus that could be detected only
on the basis of inter-interval contrast differences-
namely an in-phase increment to all masker compo-
nents, a 9-component signal.
The stimuli were digitally synthesized on a PDP
11:34 computer and presented on a Joyce display, as
previously described (Nachmias & Rogowitz, 1983).
The screen had a white (P4) phosphor and was run at
approximately 300 cd:m2. It subtended 5.257° at a
viewing distance of 264 cm. The overall dimensions of
the stimuli were 5° vertical by 3° horizontal; the rest of
the horizontal extent of the screen remaining at mean
luminance. A small black fixation dot in the center of
the screen was visible at all times.
2.2. Obser6ers
The results reported below are from three Penn un-
dergraduates who completed all phases of the experi-
ments. They were not aware of the purpose of the
experiments. Several other observers participated in
earlier versions of the first experiment, and their results
are roughly consistent with those discussed below.
3. Experiment I
The first experiment was intended to discover if
contrast cues could completely account for the detec-
tion of a sinewave signal on an octave-wide noise
Fig. 1. Example of stimuli presented in masker alone and signal
masker intervals of a trial. Amplitude spectra (lowest panels), con-
trast waveforms (middle panels), and likeness of presented stimuli
(upper panels).
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masker. The strategy was to make such cues unreliable,
and compare the effects of this manipulation on perfor-
mance in the grating detection task, to its effects in a
contrast discrimination task with the same masker. The
strategy employed a procedure borrowed from psy-
choacoustics, which will be referred to as contrast jitter
in this paper.
In the present version of this procedure, a random
gain factor is drawn on each trial from a uniform
distribution spanning 3 and 3 dB, with a grain of
0.5 dB. The random gain factor is applied to the
masker alone and signalmasker waveforms, either
with the same sign (positively correlated jitter) or with
opposite sign (negatively correlated jitter) in the two
intervals of each trial.
Suppose that the observer uses between-interval con-
trast differences to detect the signal, e.g. suppose that
the decision variable is a function of the relative energy
difference in the two intervals. Then negatively corre-
lated jitter should increase the variance of the decision
variable. On the other hand, positively correlated jitter
should have no effect on the decision variable even
though the same range of contrast levels is presented
over trials. Hence higher thresholds should be obtained
with negatively than with positively correlated jitter.
To assess the maximum expected cost of the same
amount of contrast jitter when detection must be based
on contrast cues alone, a control condition was run, in
which the signal was the in-phase increment to all nine
masker components, in effect a contrast discrimination
task.
3.1. Procedure
The method of constant stimuli was employed. Trials
with no jitter, positively correlated jitter, and negatively
correlated jitter were randomly intermixed in each
block of 200 trials. The observer received feedback
whenever she failed to select the signalmasker inter-
val, except on trials with negatively correlated jitter in
the contrast discrimination condition. There, feedback
would have been misleading on some trials, when con-
trast energy in the signalmasker interval was actually
lower than that in the masker alone interval.
A Weibull function was fit to data from a total of
1200 trials, pooled over 2 days, using Watson’s maxi-
mum-likelihood procedure (Watson, 1979). Threshold
was taken to be the stimulus value yielding 82% of
responses correct. Each observer went through several
days of practice before actual data collection began.
3.2. Results
The contrast threshold for detecting the grating in
the presence of the masker was 13 dB higher than on a
homogeneous field of the same mean luminance. How-
Fig. 2. Threshold SNRs under contrast jitter relative to those without
contrast jitter. Data from three observers indicated by bars of differ-
ent shading. Results for grating detection on the left, for contrast
discrimination on the right.
ever, results will be reported here not in terms of the
energy of the signal, but rather as signal-to-noise ratios.
In this experiment, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) will be
taken to be the relative difference in contrast energy
between the signalmasker and masker alone inter-
vals, expressed in dB, i.e.
SNR10 log[(Esm:Em)1]
The energy values used in the calculation do not take
into account the random gain factors that caused the
contrast jitter. In the case of positively correlated jitter,
the gain factors applied to the two intervals of a trial
were the same and so did not affect SNR. Negatively
correlated jitter did affect the actual SNR presented on
a given trial, so in that case, the energy values in the
equation represent expected values over trials.
The results of the first experiment are summarized in
Fig. 2. Thresholds under positively and negatively cor-
related jitter relative to those without jitter are shown
for all three observers and for both stimulus conditions.
It is apparent that positively correlated jitter has negli-
gible effects on performance, whereas negatively corre-
lated jitter impairs performance, more in the contrast
discrimination condition than in the grating detection
condition.
Performance under the two types of jitter is com-
pared in more detail in Fig. 3a,b,c. Each figure plots
proportion correct for one observer versus SNR, circles
for trials with positively correlated jitter, X’s for trials
with negatively correlated jitter. Each plotted point is
based on 133 observations on the average. (The solid
lines will be discussed later.)
In all instances, performance under negatively corre-
lated jitter is worse than under positively correlated
jitter. Apparently between-interval contrast differences
play a role in detecting either type of signal. This is
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hardly surprising in the case of the contrast discrimina-
tion condition, since there, contrast differences consti-
tuted the sole basis for signal detection. However, the
deleterious effect of negatively correlated contrast jitter
Fig. 3. Proportion correct as a function of nominal SNR, with 1-component signal (left panel) and 9-component signal (right panel). Circles and
X’s mark the data with positively and negatively correlated jitter respectively. Solid lines are explained in the text. (a) Observer ML; (b) observer
DE; (c) observer AS.
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Fig. 3. (Continued)
on the detectability of the grating signal is somewhat
surprising, in the light of the failure to find a similar
effects in previous work on masked detection of pure
tones in noise (Richards, Heller & Green, 1991).
Fig. 3a,b,c also show a direct comparison of the
performance under negatively correlated jitter and the
predictions of the hypothesis that only between-inter-
val energy differences were used in both tasks. The
predictions were obtained as follows. First, a Weibull
curve was fitted to each set of data from trials with
positively correlated jitter and is plotted as the top-
most solid curve in each panel. It was assumed that
these fitted curves were unbiased estimates of the true
psychometric function relating proportion correct and
SNR. Next, for each of the five nominal values of
SNR used with negatively correlated jitter, the actual
SNR values resulting from each of the gain factors
under negatively correlated jitter were calculated. The
expected proportion correct for each of these actual
SNR values was obtained from the corresponding
Weibull curve under positively correlated jitter. For
each nominal value of SNR, the average of the set of
expected proportions is plotted as the lower solid
curve in each panel of Fig. 3a,b,c (see appendix). This
lower curve then represents the predicted performance
under negatively correlated jitter if detection perfor-
mance depended entirely on between-interval contrast
energy differences.
The prediction is moderately well supported by the
results from the contrast discrimination task, shown in
the right panels of Fig. 3a,b,c. However, the predic-
tion clearly fails for the grating detection task: for all
three observers and at all five SNR levels, negatively
correlated jitter had a much smaller effect than would
be expected if the grating signal were detected on the
basis of energy differences alone. Similar conclusions
were reached by using the no jitter psychometric func-
tions as a baseline. This suggests that observers must
also be making use of other cues in performing this
task, cues such as the spatial pattern differences that
are relatively impervious to contrast jitter.
4. Experiment II
The purpose of the second experiment was to obtain
an estimate of the relative efficacy of these two types
of cues: between-interval contrast differences and spa-
tial pattern differences. Detection performance when
both types of cues were available was compared to
that when only one or the other type of cue could be
used. Thresholds were measured under the following
three stimulus conditions:
(a) Grating detection : This was the same as the
grating detection condition in the previous experiment,
but with no contrast energy jitter. Both energy and
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spatial pattern differences between the two intervals of
a trial could be used to detect the signal.
(b) Contrast discrimination : This was the same as the
contrast discrimination condition in Experiment one,
but without contrast jitter. The two intervals reliably
differ only in contrast energy.
(c) Compensated grating detection : Contrast energy in
the two intervals was equated on every trial by attenu-
ating the overall contrast in the signalmasker inter-
val to compensate for the addition of the signal. Thus
the contrast energy of the signalmasker stimulus was
invariant with signal level.
4.1. Procedure
Thresholds were measured by a three-up-one-down
staircase procedure. Each staircase was terminated after
12 reversals and the last ten were averaged. Three
blocks of five staircases were run in each experimental
session, one block under each of the three stimulus
conditions described above. The order of the three
conditions was reversed in a second session for each
observer.
4.2. Results
The results of this experiment are summarized in
Table 1. The previous definition of SNR applies natu-
rally to the first two conditions in this experiment.
However, that definition is obviously not very useful in
the compensated grating detection condition, where
contrast energy was always the same in both intervals
of a trial. Hence, an alternative definition of SNR must
be used, which applies equally well in all three condi-
tions. Energy of the masker, Em, is now taken to be the
masker component of the stimulus presented in the
signalmasker interval, which in this condition is not
the same as the energy in the masker alone interval.
The results of Experiment one plotted in Fig. 2 would
be unchanged if the present definition of SNR were
used.
Although there are some individual differences, the
general trend of the results in Table 1 is quite consis-
tent. Thresholds are lowest in the grating detection
condition, when both contrast and spatial pattern cues
were available. Though observers were apparently using
both types of cues, it seems that contrast energy was the
more important, because eliminating it by equating
energy across intervals (compensated grating detection
condition) caused a larger threshold elevation than did
eliminating spatial pattern cues, as in the contrast dis-
crimination condition.
The results of this experiment were subjected to
statistical analysis. An ANOVA indicated a highly sig-
nificant main effects of stimulus condition (PB0.0001)
and a significant effect of observer (PB0.02), but no
significant interaction between those two factors. Fur-
thermore, Tukey’s studentized range tests indicate that
the thresholds produced in all three stimulus conditions
significantly differ from each other.
5. Discussion
The deleterious effects of negatively correlated con-
trast jitter in the first experiment, and of contrast
energy equation across intervals in the second experi-
ment indicate that observers do make use of contrast
cues in detecting a sinewave grating added to an octave-
wide noise masker. The effects of contrast jitter re-
ported here are actually greater than those reported in
previous studies in vision and hearing. Random level
perturbations of up to 60 dB produced negligible effects
on detection of a pure tone added to narrowbands of
noise (Richards, Heller & Green, 1991) or to a tone of
different frequency (Richards, 1994). In a visual ana-
logue of the latter experiment, Nachmias (1993) found
no effect of contrast jitter of the same magnitude as in
the present study.
However, other results of the present experiments
make it very unlikely that between-interval contrast
differences are the sole bases for detecting a sinewave
grating on an octave-wide noise masker: in Experiment
Table 1
Threshold signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for the three stimulus conditions in Experiment II
Cue conditionObserver
Contrast discrimination Grating detection Compensated grating detection
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D.
5.24 (0.62)ML 2.13 (0.45)5.00 (0.51)
DE 3.79 (0.52) 5.15 (0.51) 1.58 (0.54)
AS 1.20 (0.92)4.58 (0.64)2.83 (0.44)
1.644.993.87Overall average
All values expressed as dB.
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one, the effect of negatively correlated contrast jitter is
smaller than if contrast energy were the sole detection
cue, while in Experiment two, eliminating contrast en-
ergy differences between-intervals only raised threshold
by a few dB. Apparently, spatial pattern cues are also
available, cues that on their own can mediate detection
nearly as well as can contrast energy differences.
The interpretation of the results of this experiment,
as well as the analysis of spatial pattern cues to fol-
lows, are initially based on the assumption that the
human observer is a very broad-band detector, i.e. that
all components of the masker make an equal contribu-
tion to the internal decision variable. This assumption
is consistent with the finding, reported earlier, of a flat
contrast sensitivity function over the one-octave range
of the mask components. On the other hand, a great
many psychophysical and electrophysiological studies
strongly point to the existence in the primate visual
system of band-pass filters with full bandwidths (at
half amplitude) in the vicinity of an octave (Graham,
1989). Nevertheless, it is possible that pattern discrimi-
nation tasks, such as the ones investigated in this
paper, are performed at a stage subsequent to the
combination of the outputs of the various band-pass
filters.
The consequences of assuming that performance on
the tasks used in these experiments is based on the
output of a single band-pass filter will be considered in
the last section of this paper.
5.1. Analysis of spatial pattern cues
Several previous investigators have proposed that
spatial pattern cues mediate the detection or discrimi-
nation of grating stimuli (Badcock, 1984; Field &
Nachmias, 1984; Akutsu & Ledge, 1995). There are
many potential spatial cues for grating detection on a
noise masker. The visual analogs of the cues examined
by Richards in an analogous auditory task are promis-
ing candidates. One of these possible cues is regularity
of bar-widths, illustrated in Fig. 4. The top panel
shows an example of the two contrast waveforms pre-
sented in the two intervals of a trial. The small circles
mark the locations of the interpolated zero-crossings of
the waveforms. For clarity, these locations appear
alone in the middle two panels as vertical hatch marks.
Distances between adjacent hatch marks represent
widths of the alternate dark and light bars of the two
stimuli. The bottom panels are frequency histograms of
the bar-width distributions in these two stimuli.
Clearly, the addition of the signal reduces the variance
of the bar-width distribution, and the between-interval
difference of this measure could be the basis for detect-
ing the signal.
Fig. 4. Illustration of one spatial pattern cue. Top panels: examples of
contrast waveforms in masker alone and signalmasker intervals of
a trial; ’s mark positions of zero-crossings. Middle panels, hatch
marks represent positions of zero-crossings. Lower panels, frequency
histograms of bar-width distributions.
Fig. 5 illustrates some other potential spatial pattern
cues. This time, the small circles mark the locations of
the local maxima and minima of the waveforms, and
thus demarcate the contrast envelope of the wave-
forms. The middle panels display frequency histograms
of these peak and trough amplitudes, normalized by
the average of their absolute values. This measure has
a smaller variance in the signalmasker interval, and
so envelope variance could serve as a detection cue.
Fig. 5. Same contrast waveforms as in Fig. 6, with lines connecting
local luminance maxima and minima (marked with circles). Middle
panels, frequency histograms of normalized absolute amplitudes of
local maxima and minima; lower panels, frequency histograms of
distributions of normalized envelope slopes (differences between adja-
cent local maxima or minima).
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Table 2
Threshold SNR of model observers using each spatial pattern cue by
itself
Cue S.E.Mean
0.75Envelope variance 0.03
0.031.68Slope mean
1.58Slope variance 0.03
Bar-width variance 3.65 0.03
All values expressed as dB.
Means and standard errors are each based on 1000 separate Monte
Carlo staircases.
5.2. Effects of spatial frequency filtering
As mentioned earlier, the comparison between hu-
man and model observers, as well as the analysis of
Experiment two, have been based on the implicit as-
sumption that the human observer is a very broad-
band detector, one that is equally affected by all
components of the octave-wide masker. Some of the
consequences of adopting a different assumption
about the detector must now be considered.
Suppose performance in the tasks studied here were
based on the output of one filter centered at the signal
frequency, 4 cpd. Then in the case of a sinewave
grating signal, the SNR calculated on the stimuli be-
fore the filter would underestimate the SNR at the
filter output, by an amount that increased with de-
creasing filter bandwidth. For example, a Gaussian
filter whose full bandwidth at half amplitude was 1
octave would result in an SNR underestimate of 2 dB.
SNRs in the pure contrast discrimination condition of
Experiment two would not be underestimated, because
the filter would reduce the energy in the two intervals
of a trial by the same factor. Therefore, the small but
statistically significant difference between the contrast
discrimination and grating detection conditions in that
experiment could be annulled or even reversed if the
detector operated on the output of a band-pass filter
of around 1 octave bandwidth.
Also, if the detector operated on the output of such
a filter, the procedure for equating energy across inter-
vals in Experiment II would in fact have resulted in a
residual energy mismatch in the compensated grating
detection condition. However, the resulting between-
interval energy difference at detection threshold would
have been on the average more than 3 dB less than
that at threshold in the other conditions of Experi-
ment II. Therefore, performance in the energy-com-
pensated grating-detection condition could not have
been mediated by energy cues alone.
Computer simulations were performed to determine
the effect of filtering on the efficacy of the various
spatial pattern cues for grating detection, and show
that decreasing filter bandwidth has two opposite ef-
fects, depending on where SNR is measured. As the
empty symbols in Fig. 6 indicate, threshold SNR for
the envelope variance cue, measured at the output of
the filter, increases with decreasing bandwidth of the
filter. However, because of the attenuation of masker
contrast energy by the filter, the SNR computed be-
fore the filter would actually decrease (solid symbols in
Fig. 6). The horizontal lines in the figure bracket the
average thresholds of the three observers in the com-
pensated grating detection condition of Experiment II.
It is clear that with a sufficiently narrowband filter,
the model observer using even the envelope variance
cue can be made to outperform the human observers.
The bottom panels of Fig. 5 illustrate another po-
tential detection cue. The term slope refers to the dif-
ference between the contrast of adjacent peaks or
adjacent troughs in the waveforms. The frequency his-
tograms show that the distribution of slopes (normal-
ized by the mean absolute value of the peaks and
troughs), has a smaller mean and smaller variance in
the signalmasker interval. So slope differences be-
tween the two intervals of a trial could serve as detec-
tion cues.
To evaluate the usefulness of these potential cues,
computer simulations of the performance of model
observers, who make perfectly efficient use of each of
these cues alone, was carried out. Threshold SNR with
each cue were measured in 1000 Monte Carlo stair-
cases, following the same psychophysical paradigm
used in Experiment two.
Table 2 contains the threshold SNRs of these model
observers. These values should be compared with these
obtained from the human observers (Table 1) for the
compensated grating detection condition of Experi-
ment II, the condition in which contrast energy was
equated across intervals, in order to reveal the full
potential of spatial pattern cues. Note that all three
human observers outperform the model observer using
the envelope variance cue. So it seems that the real
observers could not have been basing their judgments
solely on this cue.
The human observers’ thresholds were about on a
par with those of model observer using either the
mean or variance of the envelope slope distributions.
However, it is unlikely that the real observers could
have based their decisions solely on these slope cues,
because they could not have used that cue as effi-
ciently as did the model observer, and thus their
thresholds would have been higher.
On the other hand, the model observer using bar-
width variance clearly outperforms all three human
observers. So it is at least possible that this is the cue
the human observers were actually using, although
with imperfect efficiency.
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Fig. 6. Threshold SNR in dB of model observer using envelope
variance cue versus bandwidth of Gaussian filter centered at the 4 cpd
signal frequency. Open symbols, SNR measured at the output of the
filter; closed symbols, SNR measured at the input to the filter.
Horizontal lines-range of thresholds for human observers.
octave-wide filter, the model observer using the slope
variance cue comfortably outperforms the human ob-
servers. Not surprisingly, threshold rises again as band-
widths become very narrow. In the limit, when the
filtered output is a sinewave gating, all spatial pattern
cues become useless and threshold would rise to
infinity.
Of course it is perfectly possible for more than one
cue to contribute to the observers’ detection decision.
One way to assess that possibility, and determine the
relative weight given to different cues, is to correlate
observers’ response, on a trial-by-trial basis, with that
of model observers using each of the candidate cues.
Such an analysis was unfortunately beyond the capabil-
ity of my present equipment.
6. General conclusions
(1) Observers do use between-interval contrast differ-
ences in detecting a grating masked by octave-wide
band of noise. This conclusion is justified by the finding
that negatively correlated contrast energy jitter does
have a deleterious effect on detection performance, and
by the similarity of SNR thresholds for grating detec-
tion and contrast discrimination.
(2) However, negatively correlated contrast jitter is
less effective in the grating detection task than it would
have been, were contrast cues the sole basis for detect-
ing the signal. Also, eliminating between-interval energy
differences only raises detection threshold a few dB.
Therefore, there are other cues besides contrast differ-
ences that observers can use to detect a grating on a
narrowband noise masker.
(3) Computer simulations reveal that there exists
sufficient information in several spatial pattern cues to
mediate subjects’ detection performance in the absence
of between-interval contrast energy differences.
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Appendix A. Predicting effect of negatively correlated
contrast jitter
If between-interval energy differences are solely re-
sponsible for detection performance, the effect of nega-
tively correlated contrast jitter can be predicted in the
following manner. Using the method of constant stim-
uli, five different nominal values of signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) were presented, where SNR was defined as
For filters of the bandwidths usually assumed in human
spatial vision (1 octave) (Graham, 1989) the previous
conclusion (that human observers were not relying
solely on this cue) probably still holds, especially since
human observers could not be using that cue with
perfect efficiency. However, in view of the effect of
filtering, this conclusion is now less secure.
Even less secure is the initial conclusion that the
human observers are unlikely to have relied on the
envelope slope variance cue alone. Results of Monte
Carlo experiments with each of the three spatial pattern
cues are plotted in Fig. 7, expressed as SNR measured
at the input to filters of various bandwidths. With an
Fig. 7. Threshold SNR of model observers using three different cues
versus bandwidth of Gaussian filter. SNR measured at filter input.
Circles: bar-width variance cue, triangles: slope variance cue, squares:
envelope variance cue. Arrows: values for flat filter. Horizontal
lines-range of thresholds for human observers.
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SNR10 log[(Esm:Em)1].
where, Esm, and Em are the nominal energies in the
two intervals of a trial. Let us define the following
quantities:
R10(SNR:10)
Emk
Esmk(1R)
where k is an arbitrary constant. Under negatively
correlated jitter, a random gain factor of g dB is
applied with opposite signs to the stimuli in the two
intervals of a trial. Defining G as 10g, the actual values
of contrast energies presented on a given trial, E %sm
and E %m, are:
E %mk:G
E %smkG(1R)
In Experiment I, g could take on any of seven
different values with equal probability, values evenly
spaced between 3 and 3 dB. Corresponding to
each value of g, the actual value of R for that trial (R %)
becomes
R %G2(R1)1
if E %sm\E %m. However if E %smBE %m. the roles of the
two intervals become reversed, and the actual value of
R on those trials (R %%) becomes
R %% (G2(R1))11,
For every nominal SNR value under negatively cor-
related jitter, the predicted detection performance (P)
for each of the seven random gain factors was calcu-
lated from the Weibull function fit to the data from the
positively correlated jitter condition with the same type
of signal (1-component or 9-component):
P10.5 exp( (R %:a)b),
or
P0.5 exp(R %%:a)b)
The set of seven P values corresponding to each value
of SNR were averaged and plotted as x’s in Fig. 3a,b,c.
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